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Washington Public Power Supply System
P.o. Box 968 3000 George Washington Way Richland, Washington 99352 (509) 372-5000

Docket No. 50-397

Mr. A. Schwencer, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 2
Division of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Schwencer:

G02-81-0426
October 27, 1981'f
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PI

Subject: SUPPLY SYSTEM NUCLEAR PROJECT NO. 2

NRC QUESTIONS AND OPEN ITEMS
REACTOR SYSTEMS BRANCH

Enclosed are sixty (60) copies of WNP-2 responses to the remaining
Reactor Systems Branch questions. Also, enclosed are sixty copies
of the open items from the WNP-2/NRC telephone conference on
October 7, 1981.

Both the questions and the open items will be incorporated into
Amendment 21 to the WNP-2 FSAR.

Very truly, yours,

GDB;CDT:ct

Enclosures

cc: WS Chin - BPA
AD Toth - NRC

NS Reynolds - Debevoise 8 Liberman
J Plunkett - NUS Corporation
R Auluck — NRC

OK Earle - B8R (RO)
EF Beckett - NPI
WNP-2 Files

G. D. BOUCHEY

Deputy Director,
Safety and Security
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Q. 211.116
(5.2.2)

Provide the results of hydraulic calculations that show
the Mach numbers pressurei and temperature at various
Locations from upstream of the safety/relief valves to
the suppression pooL at max imum f Low condit ions. The
concern is related to the potential for the develop-
ment of damaging shock waves to the discharge piping.Include the effects of suppression pooL sweLL varia-
tions on the operation of the safety/relief valves.

Response:

Table 211.116-1 Lists the Mach numbers pressure and
temperature at selected locations downstream of the
SRV. The conditions upstream of the valve are the
steam stagnation pressure and density values Listed
in Table 211.116"2.

Under these conditionsr'he SRV orifice is choked and
controls the flow in the discharge Line. Sonic condi"
tions (M-1) occur downstream of the SRV at the entrance
to the quencheri due to the friction Losses in the,
L ine. Since the critical pressure at the quencher inlet
and pressure variations due to pool sweLL will not be
able to reach the SRV to change its choked condition.
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TABLE 211.116-1

TYPICAL SRVDL FLOW PARANETERS AT
SELECTED NODES FOR MAXIMUM FLOIJ (LINE NS-RV-1A)

Distance
from SRV

(ft)
Nach.
No.

Pressure
~(saba)

Wall Temp.
( F)

0.00 (S RV)

15.10
30.30
45.40
60.50
75.60
89.40

104.50 (reducer)
120.80
136.50 (pipe exit)
140.21
(quencher holes)

0.4116
0.4288
0.4502
0.4776
0.5151
0.5697
0.6524
1.0000
0.6750
1.0000
0.6460

388.8
366.1
342.3
316.8
288.7
256.2
219.1
133.2
142.1

89.3
22.9

385.9
380.8
375.4
369. 5

362.7
354.2
343.7
312.5
308.1
275.1
218.8
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TABLE 211.116-2

TYPICAL SRVDL DESIGN
AND INITIAL VALUES (LINE NS-RV-1 A)

Steam

Stagnation Density (lb /ft )3

Stagnat ion Pressure (ps i a)

Nass Flow Rate
(lb /sec) (122.5% rated flow)

2.7636

1202.2

301 ~ 0

Line Len ths ( f t)
To High Water Level

High Water Level To
Top of Quencher Bonnet

122.93

13.55

Line Transition

Location (.ft)

Length (ft)
Size (in/in)

104.5

0.667

10/12 (sched. 80)

Number of Com utational Nodes 100
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Q. 211 .118
(5.2.2)

Subsection 5.2.2.4.1 of the FSAR states that
matic accumlator provided for each safety/reL
has sufficient capacity to provide one safety
valve actuat ion. Figure 3.2-2 indicates that
supply Line upstream of the baLL check valve
class G (non-safety grade). If the air Line
break upstream of the balL check valves would
an indication in the control room of this bre
indication of the accumulator status? If an
is giveni what operator action would be requi
show that accumuLator capacity for one actuat
sufficient.

the pneu-
ief valve
/relief
the air

is safety
were to
there be

ak and an
indi cat ion
red?

Also'onis

Response:

The details on Figure 3.2-2 were not intended to be
colored to show safety class. Figure 3 2-21 shows that
the correct safety class is 2 (safety grade).
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Q. 211.119
(2. 5)

Subsection 5.2.5.2 of the FSAR indicates that temperature
and pressure 'monitoring devices are used as primary
detection devices for unidentified leakage. Regulatory
Guide 1.45 states that humidityr temperatures or pres-
sure monitoring should be considered as alarms or indirect
indications of Leakage. Justify this exception to the
criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.45. Demonstrate that the
unidentified Leak detection systems can detect Leakage
on the order of one gallon per minute in a one-hour per"
iode ~

Response:

The use of pressure and temperature as absolute indi-
cations of a Leak has been cLarified by adding the fol-
Lowing statements to sections 5.2.5.2.c and 5.2.5.2.d. *

a. 5.2.5.2.c (added as Last sentence to paragraph)
The accuracy and relevance of pressure measurement
is a function of containment free volume and detector
Locations and should be compared to observed increases
in Liquid flow from sumps as well as indications from
other Leak detection devices.

b. 5.2.5.2.d (added as Last sentence to paragraph)
The accuracy and relevance of temperature measure-
ment is a function of containment free volume and
detector Locationi and should be compared to observed
increase in Liquid flow from sumps as weLL as indi-
cations from other Leak detection devices.

Humidity is indirectly monitored by measuring the flow
rate of the floor drain sump for the dr yweLL. A demon»
stration of the Leak, detection systems to detect Leakage
on the order of one gaL Lon per minute in a one-hour per"
iod is delineated in Section 7.6.2.4.br and the response
to Question 211.002 ~

Related informat'ion is contained in the responses to
Questions 211.003m 211.005.

*Draft FSAR page drawings attached.
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AMENDMENT NO. 13
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c ~ Drywell Pressure Measurement

The drywell is at a slightly positive pressure
during reactor operation. The pressure fluc-
tuates slightly as a result of barometric pres-
sure changes and outleakage. A pressure rise
above the normally indicated values will indi-
cate the presence of a leak within the drywell.

~OSCAR ) ~~

d. Drywell Temperature Measurement

The drywell cooling system circulates the dry-
well atmosphere through heat exchangers (air
coolers) to maintain the drywell at its designed
operating temperature and also provides cooling
water to the air coolers. An increase in dry-
well atmosphere temperature would increase the
temperature rise in the service water passing
through the coils of the air coolers. Thus, an
increase in the service water temperature dif-
ference between inlet and outlet to the air
coolers will indicate the presence of reactor
coolant or steam leakage. Also, a drywell
ambient temperature rise will indicate the
presence of reactor coolant or steam leakage.
A temperature rise in the drywell is detected
by monitoring the drywell temperature at various
elevations, inlet and outlet air to the coolers,
and the closed cooling water temperature in-
crease between inlet and outlet to the coolers.

e; Drywell Air Sampling

The drywell air sampling system is used to sup-
plement the temperature, pressure, and flow
variation method described previously to detect
leaks in the nuclear system process barrier. The
system continuously monitors the drywell atmos-
phere for airborne radioactivity. The sample is
drawn from the drywell. A sudden increase of
activity,, which may be attributed to steam or
reactor water leakage, is annunciated in the
control room. (Refer to Containment Indications,
7.5.1.5).

5.2-39



Insert N1 to Page 5.2-39:

The accuracy and relevance of pressure measurement is
a function of containment-free volume and detector
Location and should be compared to observed increases
in Liquid flow from sumps as well as indications from
other Leak detection devices.

Insert P2 to Page 5.2-39:

The accuracy and relevance of temperature measurement
is a function of containment-free volume and detector
Location and should be compared to observed increase
in Liquid flow from sumps as weLL as indications from
other Leak detection devices.
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Q. 211.120
(5.2.5),

Subsection 7.6.1.13.7 of the FSAR states that the same
Leak detection monitor (a three"channel unit) wiLL detect
both airborne particulate and gaseous activities in the
dryweLL atmo'sphere using scintilLation detectors.

Explain how these two different types of airborne
activities are separated by the monitor. Justify taking
credit for both monitoring techniques in subsection
7.6.2.4.2.1.2 while using the same device. State the
sensitivity and response time of the radioactivity moni-
tor.

Response:

The FSAR has been revised such that the Leak detection
monitor is now addressed in subsection 7.5 1.5r rather
than 7.6.1.13.7. In additioni the information contained
in subsection 7.6.2.4.2.1.2 reLative to leak detection
monitoring is now contained in subsection 7.6.2.4.b.

The sample is drawn into the sample system by its vacuum
pump. FLow controL is provided to insure proper sample
flow. The sample flow path is from the sample point
inside the primary containmenti through the inlet iso-
Lation valve to the particulate monitor chamber. Here
the sample is passed through a moving filter tape where
the particulate matter is deposited on the tape while
allowing the noble gases to pass through. The filter
tape then moves across the face of a scintillation
detector for analysis.

The gaseous sampler after removal particulate matter
passes into a volume chamber where a second scintiLlation
detector checks activity. Activity at this point wilL
be due to noble gases.

The sample gas then proceeds through the flow controL
devices vacuum pumps return Line isolation valve and
is discharged back into the primary containment.,
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Detector description and sensitivity are as follows:

Particulate Detectors

The particulate detector is a beta scintiLLation type
positioned near a moving tape filter collector assembly.
Tape L inear feed rates are adjustable from 1/4" to 1"
per hour. The detector has a sensitivity of 10-10
uCi/cc concentration of activity in a 2 mR/hr background
at 1 "/hr tape feed rate with approximately 3 CFN of
sample gas fLowrate.

T

Noble Gas Detectors

The noble gas detector is a beta scintillation type and
has a sensitivity of 1 x 10"6 .uCi/cc for Kr-85.

Detector response times have previously been addressed
in the response to Q. 211.006.
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Q. 211.132
(4.6.1.1.2.4.2.1)
Describe provisions to protect the Hydraulic Control
Units (HCU's) and Control Rod Drives (CRD's) from
damage due to inadvertent failure of either the auto-
matic backwash suction filters the pump filtersr or the
drive water filter. If none exist provide justifica-
tion that inadvertent failure of any filter wiLL not
cause damage to the HCU's and CRD's.

Response:

The filters used on the CRD system are of a rugged
design and fai Lure of the f il ters are not consid'ered
Likely. Alarms are pr ovided to give an early warning
to the operator that maintenance is required

The only known mode of failure of the f ilter element
is for it to coLLapse due to high differential pressure.
The CRD pump suction filter can withstand a maximum
differentiaL pressure of 20 psi and an alarm indicates'n the contnol room high suction filter differential
pressure at 8 psi; The filter element is additionaLLy
protected and strengthed by a stainless steeli perforated
center tube. The CRD pump discharge filter can with"
stand a maximum differential pressure of 300 psi and
an alarm indicates in the control room high differential
pressure at 20 psi. The filter element is constructed
entirely of stainless steel.

The primary source of CRD systems pump suction and dis"-
charge filters were bypassed completelyi possible pres-
ence of corrosion particles would not affect the reli"
ablity of the scram function of the CRD system. The
presence of corrosion particles may accelerate wear of
the drive components over a period of time. Howevers
such wear is not a safety concern since this degradation
in drive performance already occurs during normaL rod
operations and is detectable.

The minimum performance requirements of the drives
reactor operation is specified in the technical spec-
ified in the technical specification If the Limiting
conditions for operation are not metr the CRD is con-
sidered inoperative and the subsequent operation of the
reactor is adjustedi as requiredr to account for the
inoperative drive.
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Q. 211.171
(15.0)

Provide an analysis of the "Loss of Instrument Air"
transient.

Response:

Although a complete analysis of the "Loss of InstrumentAir" transient has not been performedi an expected
sequence of events and operator actions for this event
are provided below.

Recent operating experi
of instrument air is a
is enough instrument ai
safety- related air ope
reports of part iaL Loss
have had no serious eff
although it occurs with

ence indicates that complete Loss
remote possibilityr since there
r stored to provede backup for
rated equipment. Howevers
of instrument air appears to

ects on reactor componentsi
a moderate frequency.

The Compressed Air Systems are described in FSAR Sub"
section 9.3.1; with the Control and Service Air System
in Subsection 9.3.1.2.1r and the Containment Instrument
Air System in Subsection 9.3 .1.2 .1.

The Containment Instrument Air System consists of
two'00%capac ity compressors aumented with nitrogen bott les

for the ADS accumulators. The Control and Service Air
System consits of three 50% capacity compressors.

Howevers in the event instrument air is Lost from these
redundant sourcesr the foLLowing events could be expected
to occur (in a secquence dependent on the Location and
type of f a i lures) .

1. Control Rod Drive System - The scram inlet and out"
Let valves wiLL opens shutting down the reactor.
The CRD flow controL valve will close to approx-
imately 2% open. The drain and vent valves for the
Scram Disgharge Volume wiLL close.

The main turbine pressure control system will main-
tain reactor pressure after the reactor is shutdown
untiL the turbine controL vaLves are closed. If
the mode switch is still in the "Run" mode the main
steam isolation valves will close and produce a

scram signal as the reactor pressure decreases
below 850 psi.
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Reactor Water CLeanup System — ALL air-operated
cleanup filter deminerlizer valves and the reject
valve to radwaste or the main condensers will close
upon Loss of air.
Standby Liquid Control - The leveL indication for
the storage tank wiLL decrease to zero.

Main steamline isolation valves (MSIV) wiLL close.
MSIV wil L also r eceive a close signal due to Loss
of condenser vacuum.

Main Steam safety relief valves wilL not open as a
direct result of Loss of air supply. There is suf-
ficient air in each relief accumulator to provide
one actuation of each relief valves following MSIV
fai lure. Long term reactor pressure control is
provided by the safety feature (spring relief) of
the safety relief valves.

Containment atmosphere control valves and contain-
ment ventilation isoLation valves fail closed on
Loss of instrument a ir.
The steam supply valves to the steam jet air ejec"
tors wiLL closei eventuaLLy resulting in Loss of
condensor vacuum.

Spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system - The
demineralized makeup to the pool skimmer surge tank
will fail closedi but Class IE Level instrumentation
is provided with a safety-related makeup source
(standby service water). Also'he fueL pool
filter/demineralizer bypass valve wiLL open allow"
ing rec irculat ion directly back to the fuel pooL.

The ventiLation supply isolation dampers to the
secondary conta inment fa i L c Losed.

The standby gas treatment system wiLL align itself
to take suction from the secondary containment

The RCIC steamline drain and RHR heat exchanger
steam supply control valves will close. The RHR
heat exchanger steam supply is normaLLy closed by
a motor operated valve.

I'oss

of instrument air has no effect on HPCS.
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13. ALL testabLe check valves in the systems — Test-
abiltiyi not operabilityi would be lost to those
testable check valves supplied by the Containment
Instrument Air or Control and Service Air Systems.

14. The minimum flow bypasses for the condensater con-
densate boosters and feedwater pumps wiLL opens
bypassing feedwater to the condenser. This will
cause the reactor water Level to drop to Level 3r
thereby initiating a scram signaL.

15. Non-safety systems which do not affect safe plant
shutdown are affected by complete or partial Loss
of instrument air. Howevers complete or partiaL
Loss of air does not adversely affect any safety
systems required to safety shutdown the plant.

16. Automatic hotwelL Level controL is Lost as the air-
operated makeup/reject valves fail cLosed.,

The following is the sequence of operator actions expected
during the course of the event. The operator should:

1. Confirm that the reactor has become subcritical.
2. Initiate a scheduled surveiLLance of the standby

Liquid controL storage tank to confirm proper water
Level and add water manuaLLy as required from the
clean demineralized water system.

3. Operate RCIC and/or HPCS according to normal pro-
cedures to maintain normal reactor water Level.

4. Continue the cooldown of the reactor with the RHR

systems after reactor pressure and temperature have
decreased to the operating Limits of RHR.

5. Upon receipt of alarm of Loss of 1/4" H20 vacuum
in reactor building (see Item 9 above) i manually
initiate operation of the standby gas treatment
system.

6. Nanually makeup water to the closed cooLing water
system and the fueL pool system as required.

7. Nanually control hotwell Level as required..
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Loss of the, instrument air system wiLL result in the
shutdown of the reactor due to the opening of the con-
troL rod scram valves and the closing of the main steam-
line isolation valves. The failure of instrument air
wiLL not interfere with the safe shutdown of the reactor
since aLL equipment using instrument air is designed tofail to to a position that is consistent with the safe
shutdown of the plant. Although specific operator
action to shutdown the plant safety is not required
after a Loss of instrument airi the plant evergency
procedures will reflect the best actions to be taken.
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Q. 211. 185
(15.3.3)

For the recirculation pump seizure accident we note in Table
15.3-5 that credit is taken for non-safety-grade equipment
(L8-trip) to terminate this design basis accident (DBA).
Section 15.3.3 of the Standard Review Plan requires use of
onLy safety-grade equipment to mitigate the consequences of
this DBA and that the safety functions be accomplished
assuming the worst single faiLure of an active component. Re-
evaluate this DBA with the above specific criteria and provide
the resulting QCPRi peak vessel pressurei and percentage of
fuel rods in boiling transition. Assume coincident Loss of
offsite power as required by the Standard Review Plan.

Response:

See the response to Question 211.092.
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Q. 211.196
(6.3)

Operating experience has shown that where thermocoupLes are
used to verify ADS valve operation a "false" temperature
increase may be indicated even though the valve has not
operated. A direct indication of valve position or flow
must be used. Specify how you wiLL meet this requirement.

Response:

The WNP-2 position for indicating ADS/SRV vaL've position is
presented in Appendix 8 Section II.D.3 of the FSAR. An
acoustic monitoring system is being provided.
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Q. 211.199
(6.3)

Discuss the design provis
on the ECCS subsystems on
initiation signaL.

Also'ockoutdevices or timers
prematureLy terminating E

plant procedures to cover
briefly what instructions

ions that permit manual override
ce they have received an ECCS

include a discussion of any
that prevent the operator from

CCS functions. If there are
this situationi indicate
are provided.

Response:

Each ECCS subsystem (LPCIr LPCSr HPCSi ADS) is provided
with manuaL override Logic which aLLows the operator to
terminate or delay automaticaLLy initiated core cooling
functions by cLosing the injection valve or stopping the
pump or delaying system actuation. This is necessary in
case an ECCS has failed or requires isolation to protect
suppr'ession pooL inventoryi or whose function is no Longer
needed when other core cooLing functions are successful
(thus reducing the Long-term) Load on diesel generators).
Other manual overrides are provided to aLLow the operator
to terminate the core cooling function of a system such as
RHR allowing the system to be utilized in other modes of
post-accident operation (e.g.i Suppression Pool Coolingr
Containment Spray) .

The plant operators are instructed to use the manuaL over-
ride controls only when the core cooling function has been
or will be successfuL. For examples the operator wiLL not
terminate the LPCS unless assured by at Least two independent
reactor vesseL water Level indications that water Level is
restored. The high dryweLL pressure initiation signal maystill be above the trip point. For the case of the ADSr the
operator can delay initiation indefinitely (105 seconds at
a time). Howeverr this wiLL only be done when the operator
is assured that reactor vessel water Level is being restored
by the HPCSr again by consulting at Least two independent
water Level indications. The operator, wiLL terminate the
LPCI mode of RHR to enter another mode of RHR only after
consulting the water Level"indication and the availability
of other core cooling systems.
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There is only one time delay/Lockout which prevents the
operator from prematurely terminating an ECCS function.
That is the 10 minute timer within the LPCI logic which
prevents the operator from moving the RHR heat exchanger
bypass valves E12-F048A/B from their fuLL open position.
For all ECCS manual overrides (except ADS)i automatic
system actuation will not reoccur. unless the initiaL initia-
tion signaLs (high drywelL pressurer Low water Level) return
to normaL and the Logic is reset. The ADS Logic wiLL
automatically reset when the 105 second time delay is
complete.
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Q. 211.206
(6.3)

The ECCS discharge Line fiLL systems require additionaL
clarification. Provide the jockey pump characteristics
(heads capacityi etc..) and the maximum expected Leakage
rates for each system discharge piping.

Response:

The jockey pumps are shown on the following ECCS system
flow diagrams:

FSAR F i GURE
NO.

3 % 2 7

3 H 2 7

3.2-8

3.2-6

SYSTEM

High Pressure Core
Spray

Low Pressure Core
Spray

Reactor Core I solat ion
Cooling

Residual Heat RemovaL

PUMP
IDENTIFICATION

HPCS-P-3

LPCS-P-2

RCIC-P-3

RHR-P -3

ALL four pumps are identical; their characteristics
(heads capacityr etc.) are given in Table 211.206-1

The jockey pumps pressurize the foLlowing piping with-
in the valves Listed in Tables 211.206-2 through 211.
206"5.

JOCKEY PUMP
DESIGNATION

HPCS "P "3

PIPING PRESSURIZED VALVE LISTING

Discharge piping of Table 211.206-2
HPCS pump

LPCS-P-2 Discharge piping of
lPCS pump and RHR

pump 2A Table 211 206"3

R C IC-P-3 Suet ion and di scharge
piping of RCIC pump Table 211.206-.4

RHR-P-3 Discharge piping of
RHR pump 2B and RHR
pump 2C Table 21'1.206-5
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The Leakage ratesi estimated at 10cc/hour per inch of
nominal val've diameteri are summarized in the following
for the valves listed in Tables 211.206-2 through 211.
206-2 through 211.206-5.

JOCKEY PUNP
DESIGNATION

HPCS-P-3

LPCS-P"2

RCIC-P-3

RHR-P-3

LEAKAGE RATES OF VALVES CONNECTED
TO JOCKEY PUNP DISCHARGE PIPING

530 cc/hour

1340 cc/hour

380 cc/hour

1540 cc/hour
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e
TABLZ 211. 206-1

ZOCKEY PUMP CHARACTERIST1CS

A. 'Puma Data

Design Plow
Design Head
Manufacturer

25 gpm
200 feet

Crane Co. Figure 3065, size
2 x 9Q

Certified Pump Curve Data

CfDlQ Head, ft.
HPCS-P-3 LPCS-P-2 RCIC-P-3 R~-P-3

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

'0

212'10
207
203'97
190
182
170
155

214
210
207
203
197
188
178'
162
161

209
207
205
202
195
1S5
1SO
168
155

212
210
206
202
197
1S9
1S1
169
156

B. Motor Data (Nameplate rating)

HP 15
rpm 3500
phase 3
Hertz 60
volts 110

/
Full load, amp
Type
Frame
Manuxacturer

18.5
DP
256T
Westinghouse

211. 206-3
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LE 211.206»2

LXMXTS 0 HPC 'CKHY PUMP PRHSSURXZATXON

VALVE
XDENTXPXCATXON. VALVE TYPE VALVE PUNCTXON

DHSXGN LHAKAGH BATH
cc hr ~

Mr
H

~ ~

O
I

HPCS-V-23

HPCS- V-4+

HPCS V-10

HPCS-V-24

HPCS-V-26

'M. 0.
p2" Globe

M. 0.
12" Gy,te

H. 0.
10" Globe

16" Check

Manual
3" Gate

Containment
isolation'or

IIPCS pump dis-
charge to suppression
pool'(X-49)
Containment isolation
for HPCS pump dis-

'charge to RPV (X-6)
System isolation for
HPCS pump discharge to

'andensate storage
tank
IIPCS'pump discharge
line check
IIPCS pump discharge
line check valve
by-pass

120

120

100

160

30

~ ~

+nscrf A
Total des 'ea ate, cc/hr
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TABLE 211. 206-3

LXMXTS OP LPCS ZOCKI"Y PUMP PRHSSURXZATXON

MLVH
XDHNTXPXCATXON VALVH TYPH VALVH I.'UNCTXON

DHSXGN LHAI<hGH RATH
cc hr.

h)
O
gl
I

Ul

16" Check 'LPCS pump discharge
line check
LPCS pump discharge
line check valve by-.
pass
Containment isolation
for LPCS pump discharge
to suppression pool (X-63)
Containment. isolation
for LPCS pump'discharge
to RPV (X-8)
RIIR pump 2A discharge
line cheqk
RHR Loop A flush out to
radvaste
RHR Loop A test line to
suppression pool (X-47)
Loop A isolation for
containment spray (X-llA)
Loop A isolation for RPV
discharge (X-12A)
Loop A isolation for reac-
tor recirculation piping
intertie (X-19A)
Loop A isolation for sup-
pression pool spray (X-25A
Loop A isolation to supp.
pool (flop during RIIR
exchanger cond. mode(X-47)

s design leakage, cc/hr:

LPCS-V-3
160

Manual
3" Gate

X.PCS-V-4

30
LPCS-V-12 M. O.

12" Globe '20
LPCS-V-5 M. O.,

12'! Gate
120

RHR-V-3 1A

RHR-V-72A

18" Check
180

Manual
3" Gate
M.O.

.18" Globe
M. O.
16" Gate.
M. O.
14" Gate
M. O.
12" Globe

30
RHR-V-24A

180
RHR-V-16A.

160
BHR-V-42A

140
RHR-V-53A

120
RHR-V-27A

) 60
TQlR-V-11A

) 40

C Ps-

M.O,
6" Gate
M. O.
4" Gate

/i7ddr + gTotal estimate
+ LR.hWL
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TABLH 2 1 1 ~ 206-4

LXMITS OP RCXC JOCKEY PUMP PRESSURIZATION

VALVE
IDENTXPICATXON 'ALVH TYPE VALVE FUNCTION

DHS XGN LEAI<hGH RATH
CC hr

h)
S.

I
0
Ql
I
gl

RCXC-V-11

RCIC-V-30

RCXC-V-13

RC XC-V-22

RCXC-V-19

RHR-V-26A

RHR-V-26B

lesr& c

8" Check

8" Check

M. O.
6" Gate

M. O.
6" Gate

M. O.
2" Globe

M. O.
4" Gate
M. O.
4" Gate

prevent reversely flow
'nto condensate stor-

~ agc tank supply
Prevent reverse flow
into suppression pool
supply {X-33)
Containment, isolation for
RCXC pump discharge to
RPV {X-2)
System isolation for RCXC
pump discharge to conden«
sate storage tank
Containment i.solation for
RCXC pump discharge.to
suppression pool
System isolation to RHR
Loop A
Sys tem isolation to RHR
Loop B

80

80

60

60

20

40

40

Total estimated design leakage, cc/hr:
~f5
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TABLE 211.206-5

LIMITS OI'. RIIR ZOCI<EY PUMP PRESSURIZATION
4 ~
~ p

VALVE-
IDENTIPICATION VALVE.TYPE VALVE FUNCTION

DESIGN LEAICAGE BATE
cc hr.

RI.IR-V-31B

RHR-V-72B

RHR-V-249

RHR-V-16B .

RHR-V-42B ~
RHR-V-539 +

RHR-V-27B

RHR-V-11B

RHR-V«23

RHR-V-49

RHR-V-31C

18" Check

Manual
3" Gate
M. O.
18" Globe
M.O.
16" Gate
M. O.
14" Gate

'.

O.
12" Globe

M;O.
6" Gate

M. O.
4" Gate

M,O.
6" Globe
M. O.
4'i Ga t
l8" Check

RHR pump 29 discharge
line check
RHR Loop 9 flush out to
radwaste
RHR Loop 9 test line to
suppression pool (X-48)
Loop 9 isolation for
containment spray (X-119)
Loop B isolation for
RPV discharge (X-129)
Loop B isolation for
reactor recirculation
piping (X-199)
Loop B isolation for
suppression pool spray
(x-259)
Loop B isolation to
suppression pool (X-48)
(RHR ht exch cond. mode)
Reactor knead spray
(x-2)
System i'solation for RHR

pump 29 discharge to
radwaste
RHR pump 2C discharge
line check

180

30

180

160

140

120

60

40

60

40

180

Leaks ~hi (K ~r~rA.~ /~ . n





TABLE 211.206-5 (continued)

VALVE
IDHNTXPICATXON VALVE TYPE VALVH P UNCTXON

DESXGN LEAICAGE RATE
cc hr ~

RllR-V-114

RHR-V-21

RHR-V-42C

Manual
3 II Gate
M.O;
1B" Globe
M. O.
14" Gate

ldlR Loop C flushout to
radvaste
RIIR Loop C test line
to suppression poo3: (X-26)
Loop C isolation for RPV
discharge (X-12C)

30

180

140

gnscW4
Total estimated design leakage, cc/hr:

4/4 o
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WNP-2

Q. 211 .213

Calculations of NPSH available to ECCS pumps in BWRs are
normaLLy provided with reference to the pump suction. We

are concerned that under certain post-accident conditions
the potential may exist for damage to ECCS pumps from
cavitation because of Local fLashing in the system suction
Lines. The potential can results for examples from Local
elevation changes in the piping runs. CalcuLations of NPSH
available at the pump suction may erroneously assume Liquid
continuity up to the point of pump suction. Provide an
analysis with calculations which demonstrates that the NPSH
available at aLL points in all safety-related pump suction
piping is adequate to preclude local f Lashing and pump
cavitation under the worst postulated conditions.

Response:

The ECCS systems which are involved are the RHRr LPCSi and
HPCS systems. The RCIC system is also considered. Supply
to the suction of the pumps comes from condensate storage
or from the suppression pooL. In the worst casei pump
suction would be drawn from the suppression pooL at high
temperatures.

For earth systems assuming a peak suppression pooL temperature
of 220 Fr a plot was prepared of available NPSH versus
Location in the pump suction Line. The HPCS system represents
the worst case and is illustrated in Figure 211.213-1. At
the worst point in the, systems the available NPSH is 7.8+
feet which is above the 6 feet required to prevent flashing
in the Line. This calculation is conservative since the
actuaL wetwell air space pressure at 220 F would be 2.5 psig
(6 feet) not 0 psig as assumed per Regulatory Guide 1.1.
This would provide an additional 6 feet of available NPSH at
any point in the pump suction Line.
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WNP-2

Q. 211.018
(4.6.1)

Experience at some operating BWRs indicates that fail-
ures can occur in the col let fingers of the CRD mech-
anism. In order to resolve this problemr some BWR fac-
ilities under construction have installed a revised
colLet retainer design. Howeverr you do not address
this particular problem in your FSAR nor do you dis"
cuss its resolution. Accordinglyr confirm whether the
revised coLlet retainer design wiLL be incorporated
into the CRD mechanisms of the WNP"2 facility. Revise
Table 1.3-8 of the FSAR as required.

Response:

WNP-2 does not have the revised collet retainer design.
There have been no failures of colLet fingers reported
from the field. General Electric has demonstrated by
testing and operating experience that the existing CRDs
meet aLL safety and Licensing requirements and are
expected to give fuLL Life performances. Howevers as
a resuLt of examining operating drivesi General Electric
has discovered evidence of Intergranular Stress Cor-
rosion Cracking (IGSCC) in some CRD drive components
and has made disign improvements to preclude IGSCC in
the future. The spare parts for CRD components purchased
by the Supply System incorporate this revised design.
ALong with the other parts of the driver the collet
retainer tubers piston tubers and index tube will be
routinely checked and changed outi if necessaryi with
the parts incorporating the revised design.
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WNP-2

Q. 211.087
(15.1)

It is not evident to us that the drop of 100 Fahrenheit
which you assume in the feedwater temperature results in
a conservative evaluation of the cold feedwater transient
when the recirculation flow is manually controlled. For
examples a feedwater temperature drop of about 150
Fahrenheit occurred at an operating BWR in this country
as a result of a single failure of an electricaL corn"
ponent. The eLectricaL equipment malfunction which was
a breaktrip of a motor control centers caused a complete
Loss of alL feedwater heating due to a total Loss of
extraction steam. Accordinglyr submit: (1) a suf-
ficiently detailed failure modes and effects analysis to
demonstrate the conservatism of the 100 Fahrenheit
feedwater temperature drop you assume considering the
potential effects of any single electricaL malfunction;
or (2) caLculations using a Limiting feedwater temper-
atur e drop which clearly bounds current oper ating exper"
ience.

Further'eductions in feedwater temperature Less than
100o Fahrenheit can occur which would represent more
realistic (i.e.i sLower) changes in feedwater temper"
ature with time. In particulari slow transients with
the surface heat flux in equilibrium with the reactor
power when the reactor scrams due to a feedwater temp-
erature drop smaLLer than 100o Fahrenheiti could result
in a Larger change in the criticaL power ratio (CPR).
Accordinglyr evaluate the cold feedwater transient for
aLL sequences of events that can cause a slow transient
and demonstrate the conservatism of the values of the
feedwater temperature dropsy incLuding the rate of change
with respect to timei wh ich you assume in your present
transient analysis.



WNP-2

Response:

The GE feedwater heater system design specification to
the A/E requires that the maximum temperature decrease
which can be caused by bypassing feedwater heater(s) by
any equipment single failure or operator error should
be Less than or equal to 100oF. This is the basis of
the analysis. To verify proper design by the A/ED a
review of the feedwater system was performed. A sum-
mary of the results of this review is given Later in
this response. In additioni the startup test program
is designed to verify the results of this reviewer by
verifying the most Limiting single failures or operator
errors in terms of impact on feedwater temperature drop.
A startup test wilL then be performed which simulates
such a fai lure or error to confirm plant responsei NCPR
transient behavior and feedwater temperature drop.

From the analysis with the assumed drop of 100oF in
feedwater temperaturer it shows that reactor scram
due to high thermal power occurs during the transient.It is evident that transients resulting from feedwater
temperature decreases greater than 100oF would also
result in reactor scram due to high thermal power.
Thereforer the transients are not more severe than the
one shown in the FSAR. The conclusion that a greater
than 100oF feedwater temperature reduction does
not result in more severe transients is substantiated
by an analysis performed on the LaSaLLe docket in the
response to LaSa LLe Question 212 142. Due to s imi-
Larity of designr the analysis is applicable to WNP-2.
The analysis assumed a feedwater temperature drop of
150 F which bounds observed operating experience.

It should be pointed out that the peak vaLve of surface
heat flux at the time of scram is determined only by the
thermal power scram setpoint independent of the Loss of
feedwater heating rate. Thereforei reduction in feed-
water temperature less than 100 F wiLL not result in a

Larger 4 CPR than that reported 'in the FSAR.



WNP-2

The review of the plant feedwater heater ~ cycle for
WNP2 was performed to determine the effects of the
removal from service of combinations of feedwater heaters.
Feedwater heaters were removed from service in accor"
dance with the allowable feedwater system valving
instaLLed in the piping system (see Figure 211.087-1).
The removal of feedwater heaters from service could
be considered as planned or accidentali but the
temperature drops in the feedwater were based on steady
state (i.e.r not transient) conditions. The following
observations are pertinent:
a. Loss of part ofr or aLL the Low pressure heaters

1Am 18r 1Ci 2Ai 28'Ci coincidentLy has Little or
no impact on the final feedwater temperature pro-
vided the remaining feedwater heaters are in ser"
vice.

b. Loss of part ofr or all the Low pressure heaters
1As 18'Cr 2Ai 28r 2Cr 3Ar 38'Cs 4Ar 48'Cw
coincidently has only a slight impact on the finaL
feedwater temperature as Long as all 5Ar 58'nd
6Ai 68 heaters are in service.

C. Loss of part ofr or alL Low pressure heaters 3Am
38r 4Ar 48'Ci coincidently with one No. 5 and
one No. 6 heater has a Large temperature drops
howevers calculations indicate this to be Less
than 100oF reduction in final feedwater temper ature.

d. The effects of Loss of or removal from service of
both No. 6 heaters has a Large temperature.dropsy
but it is far less than 100 F.

e. The effects of Loss of or removaL from service of
both No ~ 5 heaters with No. 6 heaters still in ser"
vice has a small temper ature drop since the No. 6
heaters perform with increased duty

f. Removal from service of both No. 5 heatersr and
one No. 6 heater or one No. 5 heater and both No.
6 heaters results in a temperature drop approaching
but stiLL Less than 100oFi provided aLL

other's

heaters are in service.

g. The investigation of the feedwater cycle indicated
that Large part of the feedwater heaters have to be
removed from service before any substantial temper-
ature drop results.



WNP-2

h. The removaL of one of each of the three feedwater
heaters No. 1r 2r 3r and 4 and one of each of the
two feedwater heaters'o. 5 and No. 6 coincident ly(i.e.r six feedwater heaters out of servicei one
from each stage extraction) results in a moderate
(Less than 50oF) temperature drop.

i. The removal from service of aLL the heaters of a
turbine extraction stage has Little effect on the
final feedwater temperature expect in the case of
Loss of both No. 6 heaters.

j. The removaL from service of all No. 3r 4r and 5
heaters with only No. 1i 2i and No. 6 heaters in
service has a notable temperature depression drop
however it is weLL below 100oF.

It should be noted that there are many non"mechauistic
combinations of heaters whichi if Lost simultaneouslyi
could result in a temperature drop greater than 100oF.
Howevers no single equipment failure or operator error
can produce these combinations. For informationr these
combinations are presented in Note 1.

Several transients were also reviewed to determine if
it was possible to obtain a combination of. feedwater
heaters which resulted in a feedwater temperature drop
greater than 100oF. No combination was found to exist.
a. Loss of offsite power " stops feedwater flow

b. Loss of instrument air — by-passes feedwater to
the condenser

c. Loss of any motor-operated or air"operated extrac-
tion steam valve — Loss of one heater

d; Loss of any motor-operated or air"operated valve
in the condensate feedwater system - Loss of
feedwater heating train which would reduce feed-
water f Low or bypass of feedwater to the condenser

e. Loss of any motor-operated or air-operated
valve in the heater drain system " negligibLe
impact bacause heating might be Lost in one feed-
water heater



WNP-2

NOTE:

The following partial listing of coincident combinations
of removal f rom serv iced or lost feedwater heater wh'ich
will result in a feedwater temperature drop of 100oF or
greater although no single equipment failure or operator
error wiL l produce these combinat ion's.

1 . 6Ar 68'Ar 58

2 6Ai 68r 5Ar 58r 4Aw 48'C
3 6Ai 68'As 58r 4Ar 48'Cr 3Aw 38r 3C

4 6As 68'Ai 58r 4Ai 58'Cr 3Aw 38'Cr 2Ar 28r 2C

5. AL L the feedwater heaters

6. 6Ai 68'5A or 58) i 4Am 48'C
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